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Climate Change: FRS ImpactsClimate Change: FRS Impacts



““The atmosphere isnThe atmosphere isn’’t warming, and if it t warming, and if it 
is, then its down to natural variations; is, then its down to natural variations; 
and even if its not down to natural and even if its not down to natural 
variations, then the amount of warming variations, then the amount of warming 
is insignificant; and if it becomes is insignificant; and if it becomes 
significant, then the benefits will significant, then the benefits will 
outweigh the problems, and even if outweigh the problems, and even if 
they donthey don’’t, technology will come to the t, technology will come to the 
rescue; and even if it doesn't, we rescue; and even if it doesn't, we 
shouldnshouldn’’t risk wrecking the economy t risk wrecking the economy 
because some of the science is because some of the science is 
uncertain!uncertain!””
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4 x Key Points 4 x Key Points --
1.1. The science is still uncertain. But mostly in The science is still uncertain. But mostly in 

relation to the detail, not the basic facts.relation to the detail, not the basic facts.
2.2. The Planet is warming up. Most The Planet is warming up. Most 

commentators, even those who disagree commentators, even those who disagree 
about causation, agree we are seeing a about causation, agree we are seeing a 
warming pattern.warming pattern.

3.3. Warming could be cyclical, but ManWarming could be cyclical, but Man’’s s 
actions are contributingactions are contributing-- but to which but to which 
generation?generation?

4.4. This generation faces the consequences of This generation faces the consequences of 
what has already gone before.what has already gone before.

Climate Change Climate Change –– A Rough GuideA Rough Guide



What is Climate Change Adaptation?
measures to moderate and cope with climate 

change impacts

not a one-off activity, but a continuous and 
incremental set of activities.

Adaptation

Physical actions e.g:

raising the height of sea defences

Increasing ventilation / cooling in buildings

Building ‘Adaptive Capacity’ e.g:

Raising awareness of impacts

Tools / context etc for decision makers



Why do we need Adaptation? 
Climate change is already happening

Stopping GHGs today will not prevent it

CC over next 30-50 yrs due to historic emissions

Adaptation



We need to:
Build ‘adaptive capacity’

Identify priorities for adaptation

Identify actions that will improve the resilience of:

Adaptation

Development,

Services, 

Infrastructure, 

Communities, 

The Economy,

the ‘Natural’ environment





1.1. High Summer TemperaturesHigh Summer Temperatures
2.2. FloodsFloods
3.3. DroughtDrought
4.4. StormsStorms
5.5. Social Impact Social Impact -- MigrationMigration

FRS Practical ImpactsFRS Practical Impacts



High Summer Temperatures





For a 1For a 1°°C increase in summer temperatures, C increase in summer temperatures, 
we will see a 17we will see a 17--28% increase in the number 28% increase in the number 
of outdoor fires  of outdoor fires  -- between 24,000 and between 24,000 and 
40,000 per year for England and Wales 40,000 per year for England and Wales 

A 2A 2°°C increase equals a 34C increase equals a 34--56% increase in 56% increase in 
fires,  between 47,000 and 79,000 incidents. fires,  between 47,000 and 79,000 incidents. 

1995 saw temperatures 3.51995 saw temperatures 3.5°°C up on 1994 C up on 1994 
resulting in a  54% increase in incidents, resulting in a  54% increase in incidents, 
some additional 113,611 firessome additional 113,611 fires

High Summer TemperaturesHigh Summer Temperatures



The 2nd quarter of 2006The 2nd quarter of 2006--07 was characterised by 07 was characterised by 
a combination of high temperatures and heavy a combination of high temperatures and heavy 
rainfall causing flash flooding. rainfall causing flash flooding. 

The predominantly hot conditions led to a 63% The predominantly hot conditions led to a 63% 
increase in secondary fires when compared with increase in secondary fires when compared with 
the same quarter last year the same quarter last year 

The same period saw a spike in AFA activations  The same period saw a spike in AFA activations  

High Summer TemperaturesHigh Summer Temperatures



Drought



A drought will put pressure on Fire and Rescue A drought will put pressure on Fire and Rescue 
Services to use less Services to use less ““drinking qualitydrinking quality”” water during water during 
incidents. incidents. 

Water companies will reduce the pressure in their Water companies will reduce the pressure in their 
mains supplies to minimise leakage, and may mains supplies to minimise leakage, and may 
even stop supplying mains water to some areas even stop supplying mains water to some areas 
altogether. altogether. 

Fire and Rescue Services will have to use water Fire and Rescue Services will have to use water 
even more efficiently. This may require changes in even more efficiently. This may require changes in 
training, tactics, procedures, and equipment.training, tactics, procedures, and equipment.

Drought



Storm











Increased calls to  rescue people trapped by Increased calls to  rescue people trapped by 
fallen trees, collapsed buildings and involved in fallen trees, collapsed buildings and involved in 
road traffic accidents.road traffic accidents.

Greater investment in specialist training and Greater investment in specialist training and 
equipment, such as Urban Search and Rescue   equipment, such as Urban Search and Rescue   

These tasks will be hampered by torrential rain These tasks will be hampered by torrential rain 
and high winds. and high winds. 

FirefightersFirefighters at greater risk, facing the dangers of at greater risk, facing the dangers of 
the storm to assist people in trouble.the storm to assist people in trouble.

Storm



Flood









Summer Floods 2007Summer Floods 2007





Upton-upon-Severn





EVESHAM – BOAT RESCUE





JUNCTION 2 THE M50



THE M50





TEAM TYPING & TRAININGTEAM TYPING & TRAINING
Water AwarenessWater Awareness –– working near water, but not working near water, but not 
entering,entering,
Water first responderWater first responder –– trained to wear trained to wear 
appropriate PPE (appropriate PPE (drysuitdrysuit), but not to perform ), but not to perform 
technical rescues. Must recognise their technical rescues. Must recognise their 
limitations,limitations,
Water rescue technicianWater rescue technician –– specialist swift specialist swift 
water skills, without powered boat,water skills, without powered boat,
Water rescue boat operatorWater rescue boat operator –– as above, but as above, but 
with boat handling skills beyond RYA exam,with boat handling skills beyond RYA exam,
Water rescue incident managerWater rescue incident manager ––
Bronze/Silver level command.Bronze/Silver level command.



Today in England and Wales alone, over 4 million people Today in England and Wales alone, over 4 million people 
and properties valued at over and properties valued at over ££200 billion are at a high 200 billion are at a high 
risk from flooding.risk from flooding.
Assessments by DEFRA have quantified the UKAssessments by DEFRA have quantified the UK’’s major s major 
flood risk as coastal flooding.flood risk as coastal flooding.
A repeat of the 1953 storm would result in excessive tide A repeat of the 1953 storm would result in excessive tide 
levels, and the failure or overtopping of many coastal levels, and the failure or overtopping of many coastal 
and estuary defences.and estuary defences.
Predicted inundation from any breaches of defences Predicted inundation from any breaches of defences 
would be rapid and dynamic with minimal warning and would be rapid and dynamic with minimal warning and 
no time to evacuate, potentially as little as 1 hour. no time to evacuate, potentially as little as 1 hour. 
The results would be widespread structural damage, The results would be widespread structural damage, 
flooding of up to 300,000 properties for up to 14 days, flooding of up to 300,000 properties for up to 14 days, 
and up to 40,000 people requiring rescue over a large and up to 40,000 people requiring rescue over a large 
area.area.

Flood



Migration



MigrationMigration
Population growth, economic development, Population growth, economic development, 
industrialisation, and climate change is placing industrialisation, and climate change is placing 
increasing stress on the most precious finite increasing stress on the most precious finite 
natural resource: water.natural resource: water.
By 2025, an estimated 54 countries, home to By 2025, an estimated 54 countries, home to 
four billion people, or nearly half of the worlds four billion people, or nearly half of the worlds 
population, will face serious constraints on their population, will face serious constraints on their 
capacity to meet water demands.capacity to meet water demands.
Lack of access to safe drinking water and Lack of access to safe drinking water and 
sanitation could claim more lives by 2025 than sanitation could claim more lives by 2025 than 
the HIV/AIDS pandemic. the HIV/AIDS pandemic. 
If not effectively addressed, global water If not effectively addressed, global water 
shortages will spark conflicts within and between shortages will spark conflicts within and between 
countries, replacing oil as the worlds most fought countries, replacing oil as the worlds most fought 
over resourceover resource



Environmental Stresses: Water ShortageEnvironmental Stresses: Water Shortage

Severe water stress



Environmental Stresses: Demographic StressEnvironmental Stresses: Demographic Stress

•Youth bulge, 
•Rapid urbanization, 
•low crop-land/freshwater



Environmental Stresses: Agricultural DeclineEnvironmental Stresses: Agricultural Decline

Declining cereal crops



Environmental Stresses: HungerEnvironmental Stresses: Hunger

Endemic hunger and/or 
famine risk



Environmental Stresses: Shoreline DegradationEnvironmental Stresses: Shoreline Degradation

Most Affected



COASTAL POPULATIONS AT RISKCOASTAL POPULATIONS AT RISK
Change from the present day to the 2080sChange from the present day to the 2080s

University of
Middlesex



Environmental Stresses: Multiple PressuresEnvironmental Stresses: Multiple Pressures

Multiple stress zone



Environmental Stresses: Multiple PressuresEnvironmental Stresses: Multiple Pressures

Recent history of conflict



Migration Migration 
These issues are likely to result in a period of extreme These issues are likely to result in a period of extreme 
population movement both within and between population movement both within and between 
continents continents –– not just a developing world issuenot just a developing world issue
We will see increased challenges to the political and We will see increased challenges to the political and 
cultural status quo in many settled communitiescultural status quo in many settled communities
Unless governments and citizens can find new Unless governments and citizens can find new 
approaches to integration and harmonization, this may approaches to integration and harmonization, this may 
result in a social and political backlashresult in a social and political backlash
FRS has a key role in both protecting communities, FRS has a key role in both protecting communities, 
and in supporting community cohesion in the face of and in supporting community cohesion in the face of 
these challengesthese challenges



Contact DetailsContact Details

Peter Baxter MA MCGI Peter Baxter MA MCGI GIFireEGIFireE
Assistant Chief Fire OfficerAssistant Chief Fire Officer
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peter.baxter@wiltsfire.gov.ukpeter.baxter@wiltsfire.gov.uk
01380 73110501380 731105


